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It’s never easy to ask for money; especially when you’re asking a satisfied, paying customer.

So how do you do it? Very carefully, with attention to detail, and a little TLC (Tender Loving
Care).

The Problem

WUNC-FM has been "Bringing the world home to you” in North Carolina’s Research Triangle
area since 1976. As a non-profit, WUNC radio relies heavily on the generosity and
contributions of their listening audience.

One segment of that audience - WUNC sustainers - is especially critical. Numbering well into
the mid five figures, WUNC sustainers make monthly automatic contributions using bank or
credit/debit card drafts. For WUNC the benefit is creating a steady flow of contributions year
round. According to Anne Kendrick, Assistant Director of Individual Giving at WUNC, “… 75-
80% of our donors are sustainers. We’re lucky because we live in an area that has one of the
highest percentage of sustainers for any public radio station in the country." 

Relying on automatic donations has an inherent liability though. Credit cards are often
replaced or cancelled.

The Challenge

WUNC uses a variety of marketing channels to interact with their audience. Obviously radio is
their strongest, but they also use other approaches - like request letters, direct mail pieces,
telemarketing, and annual pledge drive events.

When Kendrick first began working with WUNC's sustainer program, the station would send a
plain letter by US Postal mail to alert sustainers with expired cards. Unfortunately when the
sustainer received a simple letter in a plain, windowed envelope - it was often tossed without
reading. As Kendrick said “It wasn’t flashy … and wasn’t obvious to the sustainer that there
was a problem. Frequently they were disregarded as just another piece of mail asking for
money - and the sustainer might think 'I’m already giving.’ So it ended up in the trash."

A second, perhaps bigger challenge existed. Each letter was processed in-house, by-hand, by
WUNC staff. As more and more letters were sent, the total time began to grow significantly.
The manual, in-house process was not scalable.

The Partnership

Laser Image President Richard Smith and CEO Kelly Clark have been avid listeners and
supporters of WUNC radio for years.



As Clarke says “Richard and I love WUNC radio. Their programming brings so much to the
local community. And there’s always been an aspect to our work of finding ways we can give
back to that same community. It just seems right to help sustain and promote local businesses
whenever we can."

As a result, WUNC and Laser Image have had a good working relationship for many years.
During this time, Smith would meet  with Kendrick’s manager, Regina Yeager, WUNC Director
of Development, to discuss business challenges and how Laser Image might be able to help
solve them.

During one visit, Yeager described how WUNC’s sustainer, credit card outreach program was
becoming a significant burden for her staff.

After hearing Yeager describe how the problem was growing, Smith suggested Laser Image
might help with two challenges: build a more effective direct mail piece and automate the
outreach program. In turn, Yeager suggested WUNC could offer Laser Image short spots on
air as partial trade-in-kind for their help.

Yeager agreed and asked Kendrick to contact Customer Service Representative Mike
Dickinson at Laser Image. “Give Mike D. a call. Let’s see if we can’t get our staff to come up
with a new piece and a new approach."

According to Dickinson, the timing of Kendrick’s call was ironic. It was around this time that
“Target had experienced a major credit card security breech. As a result, a large number of
people are getting new credit cards. And when you get a new card, it has a new number. And
when you have a new number, you need to remember to re-add all your monthly automatic
draft payments. No wondering it’s starting to get out of control."

Overcoming Obstacles

Once Kendrick and Dickinson began discussing the problem, Dickinson decided to quickly
bring Laser Image’s Graphic Design department into the discussion.

According to Kayleigh Creech, Graphic Designer and PrePress technician for Laser Image,
“I’ve done quite a bit of work with designing postcards for clients and I’m pretty familiar with
direct mailings. Direct mail pieces can be really effective but really tricky. There are lots of US
Postal rules you have to be aware of - besides designing a eye-catching, effective mail piece."

Creech continues “Anne was really great to work with. She said here’s our brand identity and
logo. Work with it, but use your (Creech’s) creative abilities to come up with what you think will
look good. Then she basically went over the message they wanted to communicate and let me
go. When we showed her our first design, she loved it! They loved how I leveraged the WUNC
colors. I wanted them to pop! We kept the piece bright, made the message loud and clear, and
changed the size to be bigger than a normal business envelope (but still within US Postal size
and weight guidelines). We also decided to make it personal - so each piece that gets sent out
is very personalized to each recipient."



Dickinson adds “Laser Image has a wide variety of printing equipment. One of our most
versatile presses is the HP Indigo 5600. With it we can digitally print front and back, lay white
ink, and change anything - from fields in a database like name and address - to wording to
images - for each piece that comes off the press. One sheet in and out of the press in one
pass. It’s amazing. That’s the press we chose to print the new WUNC direct mailer."

Off the press the new piece looked great. But as with any project, the devil can be in the
details.

Dickinson, Creech, and the production staff at Laser Image decided to take one last weight
check before WUNC reviewed the mailer. (The design of the piece is essentially a flat sheet
that is tri-folded, tabbed shut, and has both a return envelope and a “Thank you for being a
WUNC sustainer” window cling tucked inside.) The mailer looked great, met the size
requirements, but they were worried it might be just a bit too heavy.

It was.

Sometimes it takes several eyes and several heads to find the best way to solve a problem.
For a custom print shop like Laser Image, that’s an advantage.They have a diverse, talented
print production group with many, many years of experience. Team interaction to make sure
every client project gets off to the right start is a given - almost every-day - occurrence.

As Laser Image CEO Clark likes to point out “Our mission is simple and we live it for our
clients. Right on Time. We have to meet their needs - time, cost, creativity, effectiveness - and
deliver service that has the highest quality. That means we give each project that passes
through our shop almost fanatical attention to detail and execution. We have great equipment,
but we have even better people. They make the difference."

So after brainstorming, lots of eyes and a few iterations - the mail piece was tweaked to meet
the one ounce weight limit imposed by the US Postal service.

Besides design, the other challenge to solve was the process. 

Laser Image President, Richard Smith comments “It never stops amazing me how slickly we
can automate workflows these days via the Internet. When we started Laser Image there was
no Internet. Now, I’m not sure we could effectively help our customers without it."

Jess McMullin, Laser Image Graphic Designer describes a key step in the new process. “We
get two spreadsheets a week from WUNC. Before we send any data to the HP Indigo press,
we need to make sure the lists are clean, and salutations are correct. We bring the list into
AccuZIP which is our mail preparation and mail list management program. We look for
duplicates and run it through the National Change of Address database to update or correct
addresses. When we have more than 200 sustainers in a list, rather than the normal, metered
postal charge - we do a non-profit presort and include WUNC's non-profit indicia  (their unique
postage marking). I’ve learned the US Postal service is very particular about many things, so
we put a lot of quality control into this step. When we’re sure the list looks good, we download



it over our internal network to the Indigo press for printing."

The final step in the process comes at the press. [more verbiage here] Laser Image printing
technician Mike A says [xxx]

The Results

Were Kendrick & WUNC pleased?

“Yes, definitely!” says Kendrick. “We have a great relationship with Laser Image. We made a
couple of edits, but for the most part went with the piece as it was submitted to us. Some
creatives have a hard time with constructive criticism, but the Laser Image staff was more than
happy to accommodate our suggestions. Our relationship with them was very collaborative."

“And,” says Kendrick, “the piece looks very expensive.”

What about future changes or projects? Says Kendrick, “We’re constantly tweaking our
message. In the future we’re thinking about A/B testing, small adjustments to the colors or
copy, several things."

In fact, the piece has already seen several iterations since the original version.

According to Laser Image Customer Service Representative Mike Dickinson “We’re always
looking for ways we can make projects work better for both our clients and production
department. The latest changes we made to the WUNC mailer did both. We were able to
tweak the deign based on feedback from some of WUNC’s sustainers. Now, since we do so
much personalized printing on each mailed piece, the recipient has very little left to fill in when
they send it back to WUNC. And because we streamlined the design to include the return card
as a perforated section on the mail piece, assembly is faster." 

And what about the partnership between WUNC and Laser Image? 

Says Laser Image CEO Clark “In the end, WUNC had a
need and we had a service that could help fill that need.
They needed a way to reach out to their sustainers and frankly I think direct mail
a good way to do it. We know that direct mail is just one of their marketing channels, but we
think it ends up being an interesting element in a very large campaign."

Clarke continues “I’m glad we can take some of what we earn and to redirect it back into the
community. Its the right thing to do. Besides WUNC, we support other parts of the community
(local food culture and entrepreneurs to name two). We believe that to make a community
successful, it takes partnering and community involvement. We’re glad we have chances to do
both - like our relationship with WUNC."

Kendrick talks of their partnership with Laser Image this way "I really appreciate how
they're very responsive. They always come back really quickly with different ideas and are
customer-focused. Sustainers are very, very special to us. We really appreciate how Laser



Image shares that same focus."

____________

About Laser Image - Laser Image Printing & Marketing specializes in providing complex,
urgent printing and marketing solutions for small and medium sized businesses. Addressing
business challenges with document management, event planning, marketing & fundraising
and self-publishing business challenges, Laser Image is located in Durham, North Carolina.
Right on Time™ embodies both Laser Image’s mission and promise - product that meets or
exceeds every customer’s expectation of quality, delivered when promised. More information
can be found at http://laserimagenc.com.

About WUNC - “Bringing the world home to you,” North Carolina Public Radio WUNC provides
high-quality news, cultural and entertainment content to create a more informed and engaged
community. Broadcasting on terrestrial radio at 91.5 FM in the Chapel Hill/Raleigh/Durham
area with repeater stations across North Carolina, the station also streams 24/7 online. With
original programming that reflects the diversity and range of opinion in North Carolina,
WUNC strives to influence public life by focusing on regional civic and cultural issues as well
as expanding our collective understanding of the global community. More information can be
found at http://wunc.org.
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